
CHAPTER 1
DEAD TIME

Most components of a data acquisition system have a minimum amount of time in which
two input signals may be resolved as separate events. If one input is being processed
by a device and another input arrives before the minimum required temporal separation,
the second event may be lost, or cause a pile-up effect within the device. This mini-
mum required temporal separation of input signals is known as the dead time of a device.
More precisely, dead time may be defined as a time interval, following a registered (or
a detected) event, during which the counting system is insensitive to other input events
[Mul95]. The loss of, or the pile-up of events are dependent upon the timing characteris-
tics of the device providing service to the input signal.

In addition to the implications of the loss of input events, dead time distorts the statis-
tical distribution of the interval between input events, possibly invalidating the use of an
assumed distribution and its moments in correction calculations, as applied to the physi-
cal property under measurement. These effects are important to account for in so-called
counting experiments, where the flux of reaction particles must be precisely known. Exper-
iments like the absolute cross-section measurements performed using the Blowfish neutron
detector with the Lucid DAQ are examples of such counting experiments.

In this chapter, the effects of dead time will be examined using mathematical descrip-
tions based on two, commonly used models of dead time behavior. Also, since dead times
almost never occur in isolation in practice, the effect on measured count rates of a se-
ries arrangement of two elements will be discussed. Finally, two techniques commonly
used for the measurement of dead time in detectors and fast, electronic circuit elements is
presented.

1.1 Dead Time Models

Dead times are typically modelled as being of two varieties, according to the effect pro-
duced by events that follow one another in a period of time that is less than the resolving
time of the server:

1. Non-extendable, or non-paralyzable dead times are those in which events with an
interarrival period of less than the dead time of the server, τ, are lost and have no
other effect on the server. That is, the server is insensitive to the arrival of an event,
less than τ seconds after the preceding event. For example, ADC devices used in
nuclear physics measurements typically have a conversion period on the order of
tens of microseconds, where any further input is ignored until the current conversion
is completed. Thus, the ADC device is effectively “dead” for this conversion period.

2. Extendable, or paralyzable dead times are those in which the arrival of a subsequent
event during a dead time period extends the dead time of the server from the time
of the second event’s arrival by another period, τ. This causes a prolonged period
during which the events subsequent to the first are not recognized. Discriminators
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operating in the “updating output” mode display this behavior. A device displaying
paralyzable dead time behavior may find use as a timing mechanism in certain ex-
perimental configurations, extending an input-gate width, for example. However, in
the context of counting experiments, such as measuring the absolute cross-section
of a reaction, a device with paralyzable dead time characteristics can only be detri-
mental, and is something to be avoided.

Systems characterized by paralyzable and non-paralyzable dead time responses to random-
rate input signals are illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of paralyzable and non-paralyzable dead time be-
havioral models. Of the six input events, the non-paralyzable system re-
solves four, while the paralyzable system resolves three. Adapted from the
figure given in [Kno00].

1.1.1 Generalized Dead Times

A third model of dead time behavior has also been proposed in the literature: generalized
dead times are those with behavior that is intermediate of paralyzable and non-paralyzable
systems [Mul95]. This characterization has an advantage in describing systems that pro-
duce temporal modifications to input signals where the effects may not be amenable to
description by either of the two traditional models, such as via signal propagation through
a complex electronics chain. The generalization made is such that an input pulse produces
a paralyzable dead time with probability θ, and a non-paralyzable dead time with proba-
bility 1−θ. The limiting cases, θ = 1 (paralyzable case) and θ = 0 (non-paralyzable case),
return the generalization back to the two traditional dead time models.
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1.2 Mathematical Description

1.2.1 Non-Paralyzable System

To quantify the effect of a non-paralyzable system, let the average input rate seen by a
device be λin, and assume that the time interval between input events is exponentially
distributed. Then, the system will lose a fraction of input events due to dead time, τ,
producing an output rate of λout . This fraction of lost events is the product λoutτ. Thus,
λin−λout = λinλoutτ is the rate of lost events, and the transfer function for such a system
is:

λout

λin
=

1
1+λinτ

(1.1)

1.2.2 Paralyzable System

By definition, the dead periods of a paralyzable system are not of fixed length, and so the
output rate may not seem as straight forward to quantify. However, the key observation
with a paralyzable system is that the output rate is equal to that portion of the input events
with interarrival times that are greater than the dead time [Mul73]. That is,

λout = λin ·P{t > τ} (1.2)

where P{t > τ} is the probability that the interarrival time, t, will be greater than the dead
time, τ. If events arrive at random intervals, at an average rate of λ , the probability of n
events arriving within a time interval, t, follows the Poisson distribution:

P{n}=
(λt)n

n!
e−λt (1.3)

The probability density function associated with processes described by such a Poisson
distribution is given by:

p(t) = λe−λt (1.4)

where λ is the average rate of event arrivals (or, equivalently, the reciprocal of the average
period between adjacent input events). Therefore P{t > τ} may be found by integrating
equation 1.4 over the region τ→ ∞ :

P{t > τ}=
Z

∞

τ

λe−λtdt = e−λτ (1.5)

Substituting the above result into equation 1.2 will yield the average output rate for a
system with paralyzable dead time behavior:

λout = λine−λinτ (1.6)

The average output rate versus the average input rate is shown below in Figure 1.2 for
both the paralyzable and non-paralyzable dead time models. For low input rates, the two
models show almost identical behavior. However, at higher input rates, their behavior
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differs considerably: the non-paralyzable model asymptotically approaches an output rate
of 1/τ, whereas the paralyzable model shows a maximum output value of 1/τe at input
rates of 1/τ. In addition, the paralyzable model may yield the same output rate for two
values of input, depending upon which side of the maximum the input rate falls on. Care
must be exercised to ensure that the input rate measured corresponds to the input rate on
the correct side of the maximum.
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Figure 1.2: Output rate versus input rate for both models of dead time
losses. Adapted from [Kno00].

1.2.3 Generalized Dead Time
The mathematical description of a generalized dead time is produced by applying Laplace
transforms to the interval density distribution of an assumed Poisson stream of input pulses
(of average rate, λin) and to the “filter” expression that describes the effects of a device
with general dead time characteristics. This transform permits the operation of convolution
in the time domain, to be expressed as a much simpler multiplication in the frequency
domain.

One of the most important results of these operations is the production of an expression
for the mean output rate, the so-called Takacs’ formula [Mul95]:

λout =
θλin

eθλinτ +θ−1
(1.7)

The original count rate may then be obtained via numerical solution of equation 1.7.
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Generalized dead times may be most amenable to systems where direct access to com-
ponents is impractical, or impossible. The approach also lends itself to simulation, and as
such, may be valuable during the initial stages of project development, when the choice of
system components and their characteristics has yet to be finalized.

1.3 The Effects of Dead Time

Dead time losses are contributed by all elements in a detector system, from the actual
detector, to the electronics modules which process the the detector signals, to the computer
system that extracts the data produced by “upstream” elements. Each contributing element
must be analyzed to discover the extent of its effect. There is no general method available
to calculate the combined dead time effects from several system elements, and each system
presents different effects. Dead time affects three main areas of experimental data: output
count rates, event interval densities, and hence, the event counting statistics. Each of these
will be examined in turn.

1.3.1 Output Count Rates
The reduction of count rates, through the loss of input events, is perhaps the most signif-
icant effect of dead time [Mul73]. Original count rates for each dead time model may be
calculated from the equations given above, in section 1.2. The uncertainties associated
with the measurement of physical quantities scale as the inverse square root of the number
of individual measurements, N: i.e. σ̄ ∝

1√
N

[Tay97]. Thus, in order to obtain a requi-
site degree of statistical uncertainty, an experimenter must make a sufficient number of
measurements. Since losses of data due to dead time will occur in any counting experi-
ment, the dead time of a data acquisition system may effectively dictate the duration of an
experiment.

This idea may be clarified by an example. Consider the following scenario, illustrated
in Figure 1.3: System A has dead time, τA, and System B has dead time, τB = NτA, where

DeadTime, 

τ
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System "B"

Ντ

DeadTime, 

Figure 1.3: Block diagram of simple systems to illustrate the effects of dead
time on output rates as a function of input rates.

N is an integer and N ≥ 1. For simplicity, both dead times are of the non-extendable type
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Figure 1.4: Plot of the ratio of output rates, from equation 1.8 for Systems
A and B.

and are measured in seconds. Then, the ratio of output rates for the two, hypothetical
systems will be :

λA
out

λB
out

=
λin

1+λinτA
λin

1+NλinτA

=
1+NλinτA

1+λinτA
(1.8)

The effect of this behavior is illustrated below, in Figure 1.4, for Systems A and B as a
function of λinτA, for several values of N, with τA equal to a unit dead time. The intuitive
result of this behavior is that System B will require more time than System A to obtain
an equivalent number of events, in order to produce the same degree of statistical uncer-
tainty in a measurement. The difference in time requirements asymptotically approaches
the ratio of the dead times for the two systems. Therefore, because a greater number of
measurements results in less statistical uncertainty, and given that facility beam-time is a
precious commodity, it is most beneficial if a given experiment can be conducted in a min-
imum amount of time. For this reason, minimization of dead time for a given experiment
is critical.

1.3.2 Interval Densities

Minimization of dead time alone is an incomplete solution, as dead time will affect other
experiment considerations as well. The distribution of intervals between input pulses is
one such factor influenced by dead time.
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The probability density for the time interval between events is often assumed to follow
that of a Poisson process, as given above in equation 1.4. However, introduction of a dead
time will perturb the interval density distribution. In particular, a dead time will cause the
density to vanish for interarrival times t < τ , such that the interval density is truncated to
allow only those events that are separated by at least the duration of the dead time [Mul95].

The practical implication is that the interval density perturbation caused by the pres-
ence of dead time in the signal path will invalidate any assumptions made as to the Poisson-
nature of the input signals. This may have consequences for calculations that assume a
negative-exponential interval distribution for signal properties “downstream” of the dead
time, such as mean or variance calculations used for event count-correction purposes. The
error propagated to a calculated quantity affected by dead time is often as important (or
even more so) as the magnitude of the dead time itself [Mul73].

1.3.3 Counting Statistics
A system’s dead time preferentially filters out events occurring within a time less than τ

seconds after the preceding event. Thus, dead time has the effect of distorting the interval
distribution of incoming events from an assumed exponential distribution. Clearly, this
effect is a consequence of the dead time’s perturbation to the interval density distribution
of input signals.

The losses incurred from this filtering effect serve to modify the counting statistics to
something other than the often assumed Poisson behavior. The degree of the distortion is
insignificant for small losses (i.e. λinτ < 0.2), but serve to reduce the variance expected
in repeated measurements if the losses are not small [Kno00]. That is, the Coefficient
of Variation (variance/mean) is no longer unity, as it would be for the case of a Poisson
process, but is in fact less than one.

1.4 Series Arrangements of Dead Times

Each channel of signal propagation in a data acquisition system typically features at least
two or more elements arranged in series, each of which contributes dead time to the sys-
tem. Clearly, it would be useful to be able to quantify the effects introduced by such a
circuit, as illustrated in Figure 1.5. In particular, a description of the expected output rate
as a function of the original input signal rate would be useful.

λ1 τ 2λ R = T 1 T 2τ 

Figure 1.5: Series arrangement of two elements with dead times τ1 and τ2,
where τ2 > τ1 . The rate of input pulses is λ , and output pulses is R.

A tendency exists to consider only the effect of the dead time with the longest duration
. However, this may be acceptable only if the longest dead time occurs first in the signal
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chain [Mul95]. In a typical arrangement, the first element will have a shorter dead time,
τ1 than a subsequent element, τ2 , in the signal propagation chain. Ordinarily, the dead
time ratio, α = τ1/τ2 , is such that 0 < α < 1 . In this scenario, the influence of τ1 may be
considered as a correction to be applied to the output count rate.

The relation between the input (λ) and output ( R ) count rates may be defined as the
transfer function:

T =
R
λ

= T1T2 (1.9)

where T2 is the transmission factor for τ2 in the absence of the first dead time, while T1
accounts for the perturbation due to τ1. That is, T1(τ1,τ2) is a function of both dead times.

For circuit elements of non-extendable and extendable dead times, there are four pos-
sible arrangements, and T2 is given by the transfer functions expressed by equations 1.1
and 1.6, respectively, in section 1.2. Although the case of two, non-extendable dead times
in series presents the most complex expression of the four possible cases, it is the only
scenario of relevance to the DAQ discussed in this thesis. Defining ρ = λτ2 , then the
system’s transmission factor is given by [Mul73]:

T = (1+ρ)

[
N

∑
k=0

xk

]−1

(1.10)

where N = b1/αc 1, and xk is the expression:

xk =
(

e−sk
k!

){
[1+(1+α)ρ− sk]sk

k + eαρsk+1
k+1

}
+(k +1)(1+αρ) [Q(k,sk+1)−Q(k,sk)]

(1.11)

with sk = max{(1− kα)ρ,0)}, and Q(n,m) = ∑
n
j=0

m j

j! e−m. Plots of the numerical solution
of equation 1.10, expressing R = 1−T as a function of α may be found in [Mul73].

1.5 Measurement of Dead Time

The need to apply accurate corrections to formulae influenced by dead time effects re-
quires precise knowledge of the type and numerical value of the dead time involved. A
traditional approach has been the two-source method, but this technique requires radioac-
tive sources with specific properties (detectable radiation type and sufficient decay rate)
and is only capable of 5-10% precision [Mul73]. A more contemporary technique, utiliz-
ing dual oscillators (pulsers) of differing frequency, is both less cumbersome and much
more precise. This two-pulser technique is also discussed below.

1.5.1 Two-Source Method
In addition to the difficulties noted above, the two-source method requires knowing, a
priori, the type of dead time involved and also has strong geometrical dependencies. In

1The symbol, bxc, denotes the floor operator: the largest integer less than or equal to x.
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the formulae given below, a non-paralyzable dead time model is again assumed.
The basis of this technique is the idea that, given the impossibility of the knowing the

true count rate of a source, the observed count rate may be used to infer the dead time of
a circuit. Rearranging equation 1.1 to obtain the true, input count rate, n, in relation to the
observed count rate m and the assumed constant dead time, τD :

n+ z =
m

1−mτD
(1.12)

where z is the zero-source count rate (i.e. background signals). If the product, mτD � 1,
such as in the case of a device with a small dead time, then a series expansion of equation
1.12 yields (to first order):

n+ z≈ m(1+mτD) (1.13)

When the circuit is exposed to two sources simultaneously, it is assumed to obey the
relation, n12 = n1 +n2 + z . Therefore, given the following system of equations

n1 + z = m1 (1+m1τ)
n2 + z = m2 (1+m2τ)

n12 = n1 +n2 + z = m12 (1+m12τ)
(1.14)

the dead time of the circuit is found as [ee00]:

τ =
m1 +m2−m12− z

m2
12−m2

1−m2
2

(1.15)

from direct measurement of the individual-source observed count rates, the combined-
source count rate, and the background radiation rate.

However, as mentioned, this technique suffers from practical difficulties, such as source-
detector positioning, inter-source scattering effects, and an analytic form unfavorable for
error propagation calculations [Leo94].

1.5.2 Two-Pulser Method

In a modern variation on the two-source method, the input pulses supplied by two de-
caying sources are replaced with a superposition of pulses from two electronic oscillators
(pulsers), of frequencies ν1 and ν2, with ν1 > ν2 (see Figure 1.6). The advantages to
this technique of dead time measurement are simplicity and accuracy: dead time may be
measured to a precision of better than 10−3 in only a few minutes using little more than
two pulsers and three scaler channels [Mul73]. In addition, variation of ν1 permits iden-
tification of the type of dead time present for the system under test (i.e. extendable or
non-extendable).

If νsup is the mean frequency of the superimposed pulses after having been filtered
through a dead time, τ, then it may shown that for a non-extendable dead time:

νsup =
{

ν1 +ν2−2τν1ν2, 0 < τ < T/2
ν, T/2≤ τ < T (1.16)
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of system dead time measurement using the two-
pulser method.

Whereas for an extendable dead time:

νsup =
{

ν1 +ν2−2τν1ν2, 0 < τ < T
0, τ > T (1.17)

Where T is the period given by the reciprocal frequency of the faster oscillator: i.e. T =
1/ν1 .

0 0.5 1

ν1 + ν2

ν1

ν1 − ν2

ν1τ

ν
sup

τ
non-extended

τ
extended

Figure 1.7: Experimental count rate, νsup , as a function of ν1 , for the
two-pulser method of dead time measurement. Both ν2 and τ are constant.
Figure adapted from [Mul95].

Referring to Figure 1.7, the region ν1 < (2τ)−1 yields a value for the dead time that
is independent of type. For the region ν1 > (2τ)−1, the observed count rate, νsup gives a
simple, graphical means of determining the type of dead time [Mul73].

Denoting the number of registered pulses in the sampling period, t, as n1, n2, and nsup,
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the dead time is then simply:

τ =
t
2

(
n1 +n2−nsup

n1n2

)
(1.18)

In addition, with the dead time known, the generalized dead time parameter, θ, introduced
in section 1.1.1 may be found from the ratio [Mul95]

θ =
ν1−νsup

ν2(2ν1τ−1)
(1.19)

1.6 Concluding Remarks

Much of the results discussed in this chapter originate from nuclear physics research, and
consequently, the area of data acquisition system performance is presented in a way that
highlights those areas of immediate concern to the experimenter: i.e. those areas that
most directly affect accurate determination of the physical property under measurement.
Elements of system design, such as practicality, and scalability have not been addressed.
Also, much of what has been presented was done with the idea of application to the study
of radioactive material decay-rate measurements. In particular, the dead time measurement
techniques discussed may be especially suited for this application. However, much of the
results presented remain applicable to counting experiments in general.

The characterization of a system’s dead time as paralyzable, non-paralyzable, or some
combination thereof, and the uncertainties associated with dead time corrections are of
primary concern to experimentalists . Therefore, careful measurement of a system’s dead
time is required to accurately describe the uncertainties used in the experimenter’s rate-
correction calculations. The characterization and measurement of dead time for the LU-
CID data acquisition system are the subjects of Chapter XXX.

In much of the discussion of this chapter, the assumption of a constant dead time
has been implicit. While perhaps valid for the decision-logic modules present in the ini-
tial stages of a data acquisition system, this assumption cannot realistically be expected
to hold for those components that perform higher-order processing of the system’s data
stream: i.e. the computer processor(s). The temporal variability of dead time must be
accounted for to provide an accurate view of a system’s capabilities. In the next section,
a complementary and more general approach will be taken toward the subjects of data
loss and system performance analysis. This approach will allow for time-varying input
intervals and dead times.
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